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Introduction 
Let a be a cardinal. A Boolean algebra is called a-complete if the sum 
of every subset of A of at most a elements exists in A. A is complete 
if A is a-complete for every cardinal a. If A is an infinite complete Boolean 
algebra and if I is a principal ideal of A then it is a trivial fact that AJI 
is complete. However, A also has ideals which are not principal and such 
that AJI is infinite and complete. Moreover, every infinite complete 
Boolean algebra has factor algebras which are not complete [1]. 
One of the objects of this note is to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3 
Suppose that A is an a-complete Boolean algebra, a a transfinite 
cardinal, and suppose that A has a disjointed subset (the product of 
every two distinct elements is the zero element) consisting of a elements, 
then A has factor algebra which is P-complete for every cardinal p <a 
but which is not a-complete. 
It is well-known [5] that with every Boolean algebra A is associated 
a zero dimensional compact Hausdorff space S(A), the Stone space of A, 
such that A is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra of the open-and-closed 
subsets of S(A). The Stone spaces of the factor algebras of A are exactly 
the closed subspaces of S(A). An ideal I of A is principal if and only if 
the Stone space of the factor algebra AJI is an open-and-closed subspace 
of S(A). A is a-complete if and only if the set-theoretic union of every 
family of at most a open-and-closed subsets of S(A) has a closure which 
is open. A is complete if and only if the closure of every open subset of 
S(A) is open. A topological space which has this property is called 
extremely disconnected. 
On the basis of the relationship which exists between Boolean algebras 
and zero dimensional compact Hausdorff spaces one can formulate theo-
rems of Boolean algebras topologically and conversely. For instance, the 
fact that every infinite complete Boolean algebra A has factor algebras 
AJI which are infinite and complete, and such that I is not principal, 
means topologically the following. Every infinite extremely disconnected 
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zero dimensional compact Hausdorff space has subspaces which are 
infinite, extremely disconnected and closed but not open. Furthermore 
the property that every infinite complete Boolean algebra has factor 
algebras which are not complete can be translated as follows. Every 
infinite extremely disconnected zero dimensional compact Hausdorff 
space has closed subspaces which are not extremely disconnected. We 
will give a topological formulation of Theorem 2.3 in section three of 
this paper. 
As a special case we shall consider the Boolean algebra of all subsets 
of a set "Y of o.: elements, where o.: is a transfinite cardinal. It is known 
that the Stone space of this algebra is the Stone-Cech compactification 
f3NIX of the discrete space NIX consisting of o.: points. It is also known that 
the Boolean algebra of all subsets of "Y modulo finite subsets is not com-
plete (even not a-complete) [1]. Topologically this means that f3N"'-N"' 
is not extremely disconnected 1). We shall prove in this note a theorem 
which contains this result as a special case. The topological formulation 
of this theorem is the following. 
Theorem 3.3 
Suppose that o.: and y are transfinite cardinals, y < o.:. Suppose that X 
is the set-theoretic union of all open-and-closed subsets of f3NIX, each of 
which contains strictly less than y isolated points. Then the set-theoretic 
union of every family of strictly less than y open-and-closed subsets of 
the closed subspace f3NIX-X has a closure in f3NIX-X which is open in 
f3NIX-X. Furthermore f3NIX-X has a family of y open-and-closed subsets 
whose set-theoretic union has a closure in f3N IX- X which is not open 
in f3NIX-X. 
In particular, it follows (y =No) that f3N"'-NIX is not extremely 
disconnected. 
This note is divided into three sections. The first section contains 
notations and elementary facts. In section two the main theorem 2.3 is 
proved and applied to some special cases. An application to measure 
theory is included. Section three concerns the topological formulation of 
the results obtained in section two. 
l. 
The letter A always stands for a Boolean algebra. If x and y are two 
elements of A then we shall write x + y for their sum and xy for their 
product. The complement of an element x will be denoted by x. The 
zero element of A will be denoted by 0 and the unit element by l. A subset 
X of A is called disjoint if the product of any two distinct elements of X 
is the zero element. If I is an ideal of A then the image of an element x 
of A under the natural homomorphic mapping A~ Afl is denoted by 
1) A topological proof of this known result can be found in [2]. 
25 Series A 
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xfi. A -I stands for the set of all elements of A which do not belong to I. 
The principal ideal generated by an element x of A is denoted by (x). 
The ideal (0) is called the zero ideal. A family of ideals of A is called 
disjoint if the set-theoretic intersection of any two distinct members of 
the family is the zero ideal. 
SmaU~Greek letters stand for ordinals. (However, following a well 
established custom we shall also use the letter f3 to denote the Stone-Cech 
compactification {JX of a topological space X.) Finite ordinals will also 
be denoted by 0, 1, 2, .... The letter w is preserved for the ordinal of 
the natural numbers under the natural ordering. If a is an ordinal then 
we shall also use the same symbol for the set of all ordinals which are 
smaller than a and which is well ordered by magnitude. We shall identify 
cardinals with their corresponding initial ordinals. Consequently if X is 
a set of a elements then X can be written as X= {x;, ~<a}. In some 
cases it will be useful to write X as a double sequence X= {x;. 71 , ~<a, fJ <a}. 
If X= {x;, ~<a} is a set of a elements and if f3 <a then any subset of X 
of at most f3 elements can be written as {x1(71 l, n<fJ} where f is a function 
which maps f3 into a. 
A Boolean algebra A is called a-complete if the sum of every sub-
set of at most a elements exists. If X= {x;, ~ <{3}, f3 <a is a subset of an 
a-complete Boolean algebra A then we write for the sum of the elements 
of X, I xg or also I X. A complete Boolean algebra is a Boolean 
;<{J 
algebra which is a-complete for every a. An w-complete Boolean algebra 
is called, as usual, a-complete. An ideal I of an a-complete Boolean algebra 
is called {3-complete, f3 <a, if the sum of every subset of I of at most 
{J elements belongs to I. We observe that in the sense of these definitions, 
every Boolean algebra and every ideal is a-complete for every finite a. 
It is well-known [5] that with every Boolean algebra A corresponds a 
zero dimensional compact Hausdorff ( = totally disconnected compact) 
topological space S(A) which is uniquely determined up to homeo-
morphisms. We shall callS(A) the Stone space of A. The following property 
is characteristic for the relation between A and S(A). The lattice of ideals 
of A ordered under set inclusion, is isomorphic to the lattice open 
subsets of S(A) ordered under set inclusion. This isomorphism establishes 
an isomorphism between A and the Boolean algebra of all the open-and-
closed subsets of S(A). If I is an ideal of A then the corresponding open 
subset of S(A) will be denoted by O(I). Furthermore there is a one-one 
correspondence between the factor algebras of A and the closed subspaces 
of S(A) such that with every factor algebra AJI corresponds the closed 
subspace S(A) -O(I). It is well-known that the Stone space of the Boolean 
algebra of all subsets of a set of a elements is the Stone-Cech compact-
ification {JN"' of the discrete space N"' consisting of a points. 
A topological space X is called extremely disconnected if the closure 
of every open subset of X is open. It is not very difficult to see that a 
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Boolean algebra is complete if and only if its Stone space is extremely 
disconnected. More generally the following lemma holds. 
Lemma 1.1 
A Boolean algebra A is tX-complete if and only if the set-theoretic union 
of every family of at most tX open-and-closed subsets of S(A) has a closure 
which is open. 
Proof. 
Suppose A is tX-complete. Consider a family {X~, ; < {3}, f3 <. tX, of open-
and-closed subsets of S(A). Since A is tX-complete, there exists a smallest. 
open-and-closed subset X of S(A) such that X::) X; for every ;<{3. Since 
S(A) is zero dimensional it easily follows that X is the closure of U X;. 
<<P 
Now suppose that the set theoretic union of every family of at most 
tX open-and-closed subsets of S(A) has a closure which is open. Suppose 
that {X0, ;<{3}, f3<tX is a family of open-and-closed subsets of S(A) 
then, by hypothesis X= Cl ( U X0) is open. It is evident that X is the 
<<P 
smallest open-and-closed subset of S(A) containing every X< and it 
follows from this that A is tX-complete. 
2. 
We commence this section with the proof of the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1 
Suppose that 
(i) A is an tX-complete Boolean algebra, tX transfinite 
(ii) .Jf={l0, ;<tX} is a disjointed set of ideals, / 0 i=(O) for every ;<tX 
(iii) I is the ideal which is {3-complete for every f3 < tX and which is generated 
by the set .Jf (thus I is the smallest ideal which is {3-complete for 
every f3 < tX and which contains every 11;) 
(iv) f is a one-one map of tX into tX 
(v) {x1<~>• ;<tX} is a set of elements such that for every ;<tX xM> ElM> 
and x1<~> i= 0 
then ~ xM> E A -1. 
e<"' 
Proof. 
Suppose x = ~ xt<<> E I then there exists a f3 < lX and a one-one map g 
<<"' 
of f3 into lX such that x = ~ x"<'l>• Xa<'l> Ela<'l> for every 'YJ<f3. Since f3<tX, 
'l<fJ 
there exists a ;' < tX such that x1w> ¢ I a<'l> for every 'YJ < f3 thus x1w> xa<'l> = 0 
for every 'YJ < {3. Thus 0 = x1w> ~ xa<'l>=x1w>x=x1«'> ~ xM>=Xtw> contra-
JJ<fJ e<"' 
dieting xw> i= 0. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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Theorem 2.2 
Suppose that 
(i) A is an o.:-complete Boolean algebra, o.: transfinite 
(ii) .f is a disjointed set of non zero ideals of A 
(iii) I is the ideal which is .B-complete for every .B < o.: and which is 
generated by the set .f 
then Afi is .B-complete for every .B<o.: but AJI is not o.:-complete. 
Proof. 
Since I is .B-complete for every .B < o.: it follows that AJI is .B-complete 
for every .B < o.:. In order to show that Afi is not o.:-complete we have to 
show that there exists a set of at least o.: elements of A/I which does not 
have a sum in Afi. The set .f can be represented by .f = {Ie. 11 , ~<o.:, n<o.:}. 
For every~< o.: and for every ?J < o.: there exists an element x;. 11 =;6 0, x~. 11 E 10, 11• 
Let for every ~<o.:, Xc= ~ x,, 11 • It easily follows that no two elements 
'1<"' 
of the set {x~, ~<o.:} are equal. We shall show that ~ x,JI does not exist. 
~<"' 
First we observe that it follows from Lemma 2.1 that x< E A -I for every 
~<o.:. Suppose now that for some element yEA, yJI;;.x!iJI for every ~<o.: 
then we have to show that there exists an element z eA such that zfl>xefi 
for every ~<o.: and such that zfi <::.yfi. Since yfl;;.x~JI we have 
'fix<= ~ yx~. 11 E I for every ~<o.:. Now we claim that for every ~<o.: there 
'1<"' 
exists an ?J(~) < o.: such that yx;. 111e>-# 0. Indeed suppose that for some 
~ < o.: we would have yx~. 11 = 0 for every ?J < o.:, but then yx~ = 0 or 'fixe= x; 
and thus X; ei. Now let 'U= ~ x;. 111e> and let z=yu. We shall show 
E<"' 
1. zfi>xefi for every ~<o.:, 2. zji <yfi. 
1. We have zx; = ('fj+u)x;=('fj+ ~ x,., 111,.>)xe='fixe+x,.,111,.> ei and thus 
A<a 
zfi>xefi. 2. We have z.;;.y and thus zfi .;;.yfi. We shall show zfi~yfi 
or equivalently zy eA-I. We have zy=('fj+u)y=uy= ~ yx;. 111e>· Now 
E<a 
again it is easy to see that no two elements of the set {yxe. 11w, ~ < o.:} 
are equal. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that ~ yx<.'l«> E A -I. This 
E<a 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
We are now able to prove our main theorem. 
Theorem 2.3 
Suppose that A is an o.:-complete Boolean algebra, o.: transfinite, and 
suppose that A has a disjointed subset consisting of o.: elements. Then A 
has a factor algebra which is .B-complete for every .B < o.: but which is not 
o.:-complete. 
Proof. 
By hypothesis A has a disjointed subset of elements {x;, ~ < o.: }. We may 
of course assume that x< =;6 0 for every ~ < o.:. Let .f be the disjointed set 
of ideals {(x;), ~<o.:} and let I be the ideal which is .B-complete for every 
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fJ < 1X and which is generated by the set~. Then it follows from Theorem 2.2 
that Afi is (J-complete for every fJ < 1X but A/I is not £X-complete. 
Since every infinite Boolean algebra has a countably infinite disjointed 
subset of elements the following corollary folows from Theorem 2.3. 
Corollary 
Every infinite O"-complete Boolean algebra has a factor algebra which 
is not O"-complete. 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2. 
Theorem 2.4 
Suppose that 1X and fJ are transfinite, fJ.;;;: 1X. The Boolean algebra of all 
subsets of a set of 1X elements modulo subsets which have a cardinality 
which is strictly less than (J, is y-complete for every y<(J but is not (J-
complete. 
In particular the Boolean algebra of all subsets of an infinite set modulo 
finite subsets is not O"-complete. 
We want to close this section with a set-theoretic application of 
Theorem 2.4. DIXMIER [3] has shown that there exists a O"-complete non-
atomic Boolean algebra which does not admit any finitely additive, 
finite, effective, non negative measure. This algebra is the Boolean algebra 
of all subsets of a set of at least continuously many elements modulo 
subsets of at most countably many elements. Recently SMITH and TARSKI 
[ 4] have proved that if p, is a finitely additive, finite, non negative measure 
on a O"-complete Boolean algebra A and I is the ideal of A consisting of 
the elements which have measure 0, then A/I is complete. It is not difficult 
to see that Dixmier's result is an immediate consequence of the theorem 
of Smith and Tarski and of Theorem 2.4. In fact a more general result 
can be stated as follows. 
Theorem 2.5 
For every transfinite cardinal fJ there exists a non-atomic Boolean 
algebra which is y-complete for every y < fJ but which is not (J-complete 
and which does not admit any finitely additive, finite, effective, non 
negative measure. 
3. 
In this section we shall apply some of the results of the previous section 
to zero dimensional compact Hausdorff spaces. In section 1 we described 
the relation which exists between a Boolean algebra and its Stone space 
and we have stated the properties of this relationship. On the basis of 
this relation we can derive from Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 2.3 the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.1 
Suppose that S is a zero dimensional compact Hausdorff space which 
has the property that the set-theoretic union of every family of at most 
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lX open-and-closed subsets (1X transfinite) has a closure which is open. 
Suppose that there exists a disjointed family of lX open-and-closed subsets 
of S. Then for every (J < lX there exists a closed subspace X of S such that 
the set-theoretic union of every family of at most (J open-and-closed sub-
sets of X has a closure in X which is open in X, and such that there exists 
a family of lX open-and-closed subsets of X, whose set-theoretic union 
has a closure in X which is not open in X. 
Similarly the corollary of section 2 yields the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2 
Suppose that S is an infinite zero dimensional compact Hausdorff space 
which has the property that the set-theoretic union of every countably 
infinite family of open-and-closed subsets has a closure which is open. 
Then S has a closed subspace X with the property that there exists a 
countably infinite family of open-and-closed subsets of X whose set-
theoretic union has a closure in X which is not open in X. 
In particular every infinite zero dimensional compact Hausdorff space 
which is extremely disconnected has a closed subspace which is not 
extremely disconnected. 
Now suppose that lX and y are transfinite cardinals, y<;lX. Let "/"" be 
a set of lX elements. We have already observed in section l that the Stone-
space of the BooleaQ algebra A of all subsets of "/"" is the Stone-Cech 
compactification (JND< of the discrete space ND< consisting of lX points. 
Now let I be the ideal of A which consists of those subsets of"/"" which 
have a cardinality which is strictly less than y and let 0(1) be the cor-
responding open subset (see section l) of (JND<. Then it follows from the 
properties of (JND< that 0(1) is the set-theoretic union of all open-and-closed 
subsets of (JND< each of which contains strictly less than y isolated points. 
It is clear that 0(1) contains N"'. In particular the ideal of finite subsets 
of (JN"' is represented by N"'. 
Now we infer from Theorem 2.4 (replacing (J by y) and from Lemma l.l 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3 
Suppose that lX and y are transfinite cardinals, y.;;;; lX. Suppose that X 
is the set-theoretic union of all open-and-closed subsets of (JN"' each of 
which contains strictly less than y isolated points. Then the set-theoretic 
union of every family of strictly less than y open-and-closed subsets of 
the closed subspace (JN"'-X has a closure in (JN"'-X which is open in X. 
Furthermore (JN"'-X has a family of y open-and-closed subsets whose 
set-theoretic union has a closure in (JN"'-X which is not open in (3N"'-X. 
In particular it follows (y =No) that (JN"'-N"' is not extremely discon-
nected. 
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